VACATURE / VACANCY:
PROCESS ENGINEER

Our company
Econvert Water & Energy in Heerenveen, the Netherlands, focuses on the sustainable
purification of industrial wastewater and biogas treatment. The company is
specialized in anaerobic technology. A multi-project organization consisting of
enthusiastic professionals who like to operate in teams. Operating internationally and
always striving for improvement. Whether it is wastewater from the paper industry, a
brewery or a potato processing company, Econvert Water & Energy comes up with
the right solution for and with the customer. A growing and dynamic organization
that gives you energy. In order to cope with the continuing growth we are looking
for a driven:

Process Engineer
You want to use your process engineering experience and qualities to contribute to
more sustainable production cycles. From your previous positions it can be clearly
seen that you have the experience and skills to overlook the process side of a
project. You are capable of having in-depth technological discussions with
customers and suppliers and you are able to convince people.

Your tasks:






Process engineer in wastewater and biogas treatment plant projects
Responsible for the quality of process designs (i.e. process dimensioning, PFD,
mass and energy balances, functional specifications) and to provide them in a
timely manner
Responsible for the technological testing and start-up of the installation on site,
assuring that the installation meets its demands and guarantees
Assist the project manager in technological issues in progress meetings with the
customer

Your competences:










Bachelor degree (or equal) in Process Engineering
Minimum 4 years of experience in an equal position in a similar industry
Affinity with wastewater / biogas treatment
Affinity with biotechnology
Well organized structured approach and able to set priorities
Good communication skills
Able to work independently as well as part of a team
Languages: Dutch & English (obligatory) and German. Other languages
beneficial.
Willing to travel on a frequent basis

We offer:





A competitive salary with appropriate secondary conditions
A pleasant work environment within an enthusiastic team of professionals
An open and respectful corporate culture
Possibilities to develop yourself

When interested:

